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ABSTRACT
The security of a power system can be improved by a central computer
control. One important aspect of this central computer control is the
processing of "noisy" observations of the state. The state is defined
here as the voltage magnitudes and voltage phase angles at all the buses
(nodes) of the system.
A Monte-Carlo computer simulation of a high voltage transmission
system and the state estimation program is constructed to investigate
the process of estimating the state from the observations. The bulk
(high voltage) transmission system is modeled as a network consisting
of power generators, loads, and transmission lines, and is assumed to
be operating at steady state, using single phase lines, and working
at one voltage level. A scaled-down version of a transmission system
model is simulated on the computer by node analysis calculations and
load flow calculations. The observations of the system are measurements
of bus voltage magnitudies, real powers, and reactive powers. The
power measurements may be taken at the buses and/or on the transmission
lines; only powers at buses are used in this program. The measurements
are of two types: real and psuedo. Real measurements come directly
from the meters monitering the system; psue6do measurements are "best"
guesses based on past data. The "noise" in the measurements is assumed
to have Gaussian statistics; the psuedo measurement noise has a much
larger variance than that of the real measurement noise. The estimator
is simulated by means of a vector recursion equation derived from non-
linear Fisher estimation theory.
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The simulation program first investigates the conditions under
which an estimate can be obtained. The results indicate that for a well
metered system and for low noise levels a very accurate estimate can
be calculated. The estimator calculates a matrix which is expected to
be, and actually is, a fairly good approximation to the error covariance
matrix of the estimate, provided the estimate is accurate and the noise
levels are low. This matrix allows a sensitivity analysis to be
performed easily and quickly.
The simulation program is also used to investigate the affects of
meter placement, meter noise, and meter type on the accuracy of the
estimate. A thorough analysis is not completed, but some basic
results are found.
Many further studies are suggested.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The real time central control of an electrical power system's bulk
generation and extra high voltage transmission system by a large digital
computer is a subject which is receiving much recent attention. Roughly,
the operation of the central control system is divided into two steps:
1) gathering of real time information from around the system and processing
it, and 2) formulating and applying control decision based on the processed
information.
This paper investigates one topic of the first step: processing the
available information into an estimate of the "state" of the system. The
definition of "state" depends on what is of most interest. In this paper,
the "state" of the system is the column vector whose elements are the voltage
magnitudes and voltage angles at all the buses (or nodes) of the system.
Moreover, this paper considers only the static state; system dynamics are not
included.
The estimation of the state of the power system is very important to the
central control, because effective decision laws to tell the system where to
go in the future depend on a knowledge of where the system is in the present.
The implementation and study of the static state estimator, then, is an
important step in realizing central computer control of a power system.
The static state estimator calculates the best estimate of the state
based on "noisy" observations of the system, which are expressed as
non-linear functions of the state. Since the functions are non-linear the
estimator operates recursively to find the best estimate.
__4
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The estimator is studied by means of a Monte Carlo computer simulation
using a large scale digital computer (IBM 360). The simulation program
is constructed as follows. A general model of a bulk (high voltage)
distribution system is simulated on the computer. From the simulated
power system, true values of the state and power flows are calculated.
The true measurements are taken of the system and noise is added to simulate
the "noisy" measurements of the system. The estimator program, which is
set up on the computer, processes the noisy measurements to obtain an estimate
of the state of the system. The performance of the estimator is then
analyzed by various means such as comparing the true state with the
estimated state.
This paper begins by presenting a general model for the power system. Next
a theory of network analysis and the load flow calculations are presented. An
example model is described and the theory of network analysis is applied to the
model. The general theory of non-linear estimation is then presented.
Included in this section is a discussion of the error covariance matrix
and its approximations. The relationships between the load flow calculations
and the estimator calculations is also discussed in detail. A computer
program which simulates a power system and the static state estimator has
been constructed, and the program is described in some detail.
The computer program uses the example model to see how well the static
state estimator works, and to understand how the estimator performs under various
conditions. The results are presented and analyzed in the last section.
NOTATION
All vectors and matrix variables are underlined. Transpose is denoted by
"T". E [ I is the expectation operator of probability theory.
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Section 2. BACKGROUND
2.1. A Model for a Power System Network
A power system delivers electrical power from generating stations to
loads via transmission lines. A well developed power system integrates a
large number of generating stations so that their combined output is readily
available throughout the region served. For example, there are many
alternate pathways or loops for power to flow from the generators to the
loads. A power system operates at several different voltage levels: high
voltage for bulk power transmission, lower voltage for distribution of
power to loads. A typical network may have hundreds of buses (nodes or tie
points) connecting the transmission lines to loads and generators. Also
a power system of one company is usually interconnected to adjoining companies,
creating, in effect, one system over most of the continental United States
and Canada.
A power system is not static. Loads, for instance, are always changing
their power demands with minute by minute, daily, weekly, seasonal, and
yearly variations. Also, the network is always changing due to transmission
line losses or additions, or generator losses or additions. There are many
other items to be considered before the power system is completely modeled.
However, a basic but general model of the power system is constructed which
makes several approximations and simplifications of the real system, so that
the analyses will be easier. These approximations are the following:
1. The model operates at steady state with a frequency of 60 cycles
per second.
2. The network of the system is completely known, and can be
completely monitored.
3. The three phase lines are balanced. Hence, single line representation
is used.
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4. The lower voltage distribution system is radial and so is included
in the load.
A real power system, as mentioned previously, is never in steady state. However,
for short intervals of time, such as five minutes or less, the system is
nearly in steady state, because the changes in the system are so small. It
is not unrealistic, then, to consider the system to change from one steady
state operating point to another over intervals of about five minutes.
CCPONENTS
The model consist of three basic elements: power generators, loads,
and transmission lines. These elements are joined together at the buses.
(Note that there is no difference between the work "bus" and the word "node").
One bus, the ground or datum bus, serves as a reference for voltage measurements
and is usually not included in the diagram of the model.
The power generator is modeled as an ideal corstant power source which
delivers constant power for any voltage across the generator. The load is
similarly modeled as a constant power sink which draws constant power for
any voltage across the load. The transmission line can be represented in
various ways depending on its length, voltage level, etc. Transmission line
theory is used to find the lumped parameter model of the line. For instance,
the lumped parameter model of a medium length, high voltage line is found to
be a pi network consisting of a resistance and inductance in series and two shunt
capacitors to ground. (See Figure 2.1) An example model used in this paper
is described in Appendix A.
T T
Fig. 2.1
Transmission Line
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2.2. Network Analysis
The power system, which is now modeled as a network made up of lumped
parameter elements, generator, and loads, is analyzed by the node analysis
method to obtain the equations for the bus voltages and the powers flowing
along the lines and into the buses.
Assume that the power system has, in general, n buses and b branches.
Define the following scalar and vector quantities:
1.
and
vi (i=l, b) = complex branch voltages
VIj = complex branch voltage vector.
2. i i  (i=l, b) = complex branch current in branch i1.
= complex branch current vector.
l= i
3. ji (i=l, b) = complex branch source current in branch i
= complex branch source current vectorJ= :j
4. Yi (i=l, b) = complex branch admittance of branch i.
O
= complex branch admittance matrix.
yb
FJ
"Yi
L
Ybrach
-traich
I
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(i =1, n) = complex bus voltage measured from bus i to ground
In polar form E. = Ei e
where IEil is the bus voltage magnitude and i is the bus voltage phase angle.
E = El
En
6. &=
= complex bus voltage vector
n
El I
LiE J.
= state vector of system.
VOLTAGE EQUATIONS
The elemental branch is shown in Figure 2.2.
Fig. 2.2
El~mental Branch
5. EI
___I -
AI
"P;
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From Ohm's law:
½' .. ~
or in vector form
I = J + Y-branch V
Also
i= E -E
-p -- q
Now define the node incidence matrix A ire the elements of the matrix are:
a th
a.. = 1, if the j
-1, if the jth
0, if the j th
thbbranch is incident to and issues from the i bus.
branch is incident to and enters into the ith bus.
branch is not incident to the ith bus.
From the definition of the node incidence matrix A, it can be seen that:
1. Kirchof C's Current Law:
A . =O0 (2.2-4)
2. Kirchcff's Voltage Law:
T
V =A E (2.2-5)
To calculate the bus voltages, equation (2.2-2) is premultiplied by A.
A. I= A . J +A . Y-branch . V
-- -bac (2.2-6)
Substituting equations (2.2-4) and (2.2-5) into (2.2-6) it follows that
(2.2-7)
-A =Y branch AT E
Define the following vector and matrix quantities:
(2.2-8)bus = A . J ,
where bus
-bus = complex bus source current vector.
-bus = A -branch -A I
= complex bus admittance matrix.where Ybus
(2.2-1)
(2.2-2)
(2.2-3)
(2.2-9)
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Hence the bus equation is:
-Jbus Y E
-bus -bus * (2.2-10)
Studies in node analysis show that Y-us can be easily determined by inspecting
the network.
(Ybus) = j = the sum of (ranch)k , k = all branches
connected to bus i.
(xbus) ij i j = - the sum of ( Ybranch)k , k = all branches
which connect buses i and j.
The bus equations are also written in polar form. Define the following polar
coordinate relations:
E. E I e
where JEli is the bus voltage magnitude and is the bus voltage angle.
= IY e-je i
where IYx. is the bus admittance magnitude and 9.1i is the bus admittance angle.
The equations then become:
n
-(_bus i =Tj =1
(2.2-11)
(i= 1i, n)
POWER EQUATIONS
Define now the complex power at bus i to be:
P. - j . = - E.
-'_ -'1_ (2.2-12)
where E. represents the complex conjugateof E. , P. is real power flowinginto the network from bus i, s reactve power flowng nto the netork from
into the network from bus i, 9 is reactive power flowing into the network from
bus 1. Writing the power equations in polar form:
1
(Y-
bus 
1
., u .A,
e j (ig j- )e-
.L
IEj . Y I
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p Qý-i -j i = I E . Y. e-j ( ij + - J )
(2.2-13)
Separating real and imaginary parts gives
E. .E Y1 cos (9 i + - S.)S3
JE. E.1 E.- SYij I sin (9ij + J
(2.2-14a)
S- J ) .(2.2-14b)i1 j
The equations written in polar form are more useful for analysis and will be
used from now on.
n
P. =
j=1
n
j=1
(i=l, n)
ml
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In addition, the power flows along the lines are calculated. Make the
following definitions concerning the transmission line impedances. (See Fig. 2.3)
(Ylinedj
(T N
(ys)i.i Tr T (
Fig. 2.2.
Transmission Line Admittances
where,
(YY)ij = line admittance of the transmission line connecting buses i and j.
(Ys)ij = shunt admittance at bus i of the line connecting buses i and j.
In polar coordinates,
Also
(y y) 1,, e (9)ij
-j (9i)ij
(Ys )ij = Yslij e
Usually,
(Ys)ij = (Ys )ji
Also,
(I ne)i = line current from bus i into the transmission
line connecting buses i and j.
____:_:_ : __i
J
From Ohm's law
(-Iline) ij
In polar form
= (Ei -Ej) (y )ij + E. (Ys) i
-i ( (Y ij S i)
-(Iline ij
+ Ei (ys )ij e
-j( (fs)ij
The power at bus i f
j is defined as
( Pline ij
where (P ).ijline 13
- j(o ine)ijLT~i  13 = -E.*. (I )1 line ij
is
In polar coordinates
(Pline)ij
-j (9 ) ij
= IEi" Ei" (YJ()i
+ IE. E. (y s)i1 i ij I e
-j ( (Q). .)
(2.2-18 )
Separating real and
(Pline)ij
-IE. E (y
+ IE. E. (y1 i
cos ( (9 )ij
cos ( (9e) + Ji B A.
cos ( (@ )ij)
(2.2-15)
-j( g.i 4j
-E (y )jd, ii
(2.2-16)
(2.2-17)
-18-
-j( (Q9.j + S. - .j)
I-IE i Ej (Yp)ij e
( 2.2-19)
-19-
(Qline) ij = IEi Ei
-i E. E. (yp)ij1 0J i13
(Y )ij I sin ( (9)ij)
I sin ( (9).ij +
+ IEi E (ys)i I sin ( (s )..)5 13
P. -jQ. = (Plinei1 J= line ij -j (Qline)ij
J = all lases connected to bus i
and that the power in the transmission line connecting buses i and j
equals the algebraic sum of the powers flowing into the transmission line.
There are many references on this subject. Two references used are
Desoer and Kuh (1), and Stagg and El-Abiad (2).
S.
1
- /j)
Note that
(2.2-20)
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2.3. Load Flow Calculations
Load flow calculations provide power flows and voltages for a given
power system to specific load requirements, generating capabilities and
voltage specifications. Among other things these calculations provide
essential information for the evaluation of the present and future performance
of a power system.
At each bus there are four quantities: real and reactive power, voltage
magnitude, and voltage phase angle. At each bus, two of the four quantities
are specified. It is necessary to select one bus, called the slack bus, to
provide the additional real and reactive power to supply the transmission
line losses, since these are unknownuntil the final solution is obtained. At
this bus, the voltage magnitude and phase angle are specified. At the
remaining buses real and reactive powers are specified. Some systems have
voltage controlled buses, and for these buses the voltage magnitude and real
power are specified. However, in this paper, no voltage controlled buses are
used; nevertheless, it is an interesting point which will be mentioned later
when discussing the relation of the estimator to load flow calculations.
As before assume there are n buses with bus n as the slack bus. The load
flow calculations solve the following 2n-2 non-linear equations for the
voltage magnitudes and phase angles:
n
P. = I E. E. Y. cos (9. + J . -.j) (2.3-1)
n
s =  n(E Y.Y. sin 9 + - ) n-)
j=l - - i
where P. and Q are the real and reactive powers defined in (2.2-12).
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These equations can be solved in several ways. In this paper, the
Newton-Raphson method is used, because it clarifies the similarities and
differences between the load flow calculations and the estimator calculations.
The power equations can be written in vector form. Let
P 2
Pn-1
= power vector
= =state
Jn-1 remc
IE I
IEn-l I
H (W)
"2n-2 W
vector with J n and JEnl
rved,
n
j=
j=l
1E. E. cos (Y. +S - .)1 c j
. E. Y. sin (9ij + J. - .)
3l j
and
and
Z 
..
a =i
&n-1
~L---
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so that
& = H (x) (2.3-2)
is the vector form of the non-linear equations to be solved.
The Newton-Raphson method linearizes the non-linear equations by a
Taylor series expansion around an initial guess of the state.
S= z +. (x)
--O •O A + . ... (2.2-3)
where
Ax = X
-O
and
= the initial guess
= Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives
1-
= H (x )
-X O
-x
-n
-23-
Ignoring higher order terms in the expansion results in a linear equation
for x_.
-1
= x (1o) (z- - ) ( 2.3-4 )
An iteration scheme is constructed: Let the next initial guess of the state
be the sum of the old initial guess and the correction term Aix.
X=- + AX
or in general,
X x. +Ax. (2.3-5)
r-i +1 -1 -1
where,
( 2.3-6)
The interation is stopped when H(xi) is sufficiently close to the true
values of the real and reactive bus powers.
From the calculated bus voltages the power at the slack bus is calculated.
The calculated voltages and power flows are the "true" values of the system,
and will henceforth be referred to as the true voltage magnitude and true
phase angle (Et , 6t) and true powers (Pt , Qt) .
The equations for the load flow calculations written in full are:
P.I P -- P.
.1 sked -"
S _ (2-`3[: `- ý4h ~ .3-7)
X.~i
for 
i = 
, 
n- 
.
-24-
The terms Psked and ~ked are the scheduled bus powers at n-i buses, and
1 2 13 ' J4 are matrices whose elements are9-1 1 1 1 `4tr
ýP
ýPi
6 6 i
i+j = IYij Ei Eji sin (9ij + 6 i - .j)
-" Yij Ei EJI sin (9ij+ - j) (2.3-8)
j=l
i+j
J =  P i  = JEi Y.ij cos (9ij + . - .j)
Pi = 21 Ei Yii..I cos (9ii)
+ j jE.j Yij cos (9.. + . - '.J )3 13 13 1 3 (2.3-9 )
i4j
SS j i
i  =
I I E
)Qi =2Q'E
= - E
- E. Y.ij cos (9ij + Ji
IEi . E "Y. I cos (9 i +1 1) 1
ifj
= IEi. Yi I sin (9.ij + J.1/. 13
I Ei.Yiil sin (jii)
IEj . Yij I sin (9ij +6 i - 6 j)1 3
(2.3-11)
- jj)
i - 3j)
(2.3-10)
-J.)3
---- ·
i j
-25-
The recursion equation is
[J 41
U13 j4
P 1
i -4QE.i
-'i
for i=l, n-l.
The results of the load flow calculations for the example model are
given in Appendix B. For more information on load flow calculations and
for other references on this topic see Stagg and El-Abiad (2).
E i +1"JEIi+1 (2.3-12 )
CC-~--
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Section 3. ESTIMATION
The central control of the power system needs to know the present state
and present power flows of the system from real time measurements of the
system. The static state estimator supplies this information by calculating
a "best" estimate of the state from the "noisy" measurements. It should be
noted here that the estimator calculations are not the same as the load flow
calculations, because the estimator employs the statistics of the noise in
the calculations to "weight" the measurements, and because it can use more
measurements than unknowns. More will be said about this topic later.
3.1. Metering
A power system has many types of meters that monitor system in real time.
Three types of meters frequently used are:
1. wattmeters which measure real power flow
2. varmeters which measure reactive power flow
3. voltmeters which measure magnitude of voltage.
Other types of meters include ammeter, power factor meters, etc. These meters
are placed on the buses and on the transmission lines to measure the bus voltages,,
generator powers, load powers, and powers flowing in the transmission lines.
The measurements are sent to the central control via microwave channels or
telephone lines where they are processed.
Let the vector z real denote the set of real time measurements sent to theLvreal
computer. Then
Zreal = T +real (3.1-1)
where T = the meter readings assuming no errors are made
__ ~_ _ __
~-~llr "
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veal = the errors of the real measurement which come from many
sources, such as meter noise, communication noise, the effects of analog
to digital conversion, and modeling errors in assuming balanced three
phase lines.
The measurements are not all direct, real time, observations of the
system. Another type of measurement, called a psuedo-measurement, is also
included. Psuedo-measurements are guesses of the actual value of a variable,
such as power flow or voltage magnitude, based on past data or design
specifications. This data comes in various forms such as percentages of
nominal or scheduled values, or direct measurements, etc. Let Z psuedo
represent the set of psuedo measurement sent to the computer. Then
Ypsuedo = T + Lpsuedo (3.1-2)
where YT = the calculated values of the variables not measured directly.
psuedo = the errors associated with the psuedo measurements.
The two types of measurements, real and psuedo, can be combined into one
vector equation known as the observation equation. Let z represent all the
measurements or observations of the system sent to the computer.
Then,
7= = + v (3.1-3)
where z = the complete set of measurements assuming no errors, v = the
complete set of measurement errors.
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The error vector v is modeled as a zero mean random vector with
E (v. T) y R, (3.1-4)
where R is the positive definite error covariance matrix. The statistics
of the psuedo-measurement errors are usually determined from the past
data as the average of the squares of the deviations of actual values
determined using past data from the nominal values. The variances of the
psuedo measurements are usually larger than the direct (real) measurement
errors.
Frequently, the noise is assumed to have Gaussian statistics, because
nothing else can be found which works better and because the mathematics
are easier to deal with. For these reasons, the gaussian assumption is
used in this paper.
Let x represent the state of the system. If the network is completely
known, then
SH (),(3.1-5)
where H (x) is a set of non-linear functions of x determined from Kirchoff's
laws and Ohm's law.
3.2. Estimation Theory.
The best estimate of the state, represented by x , is to be determined
from the observation equation ( 3.1-3 ). The statistics of x are completely
unknown, so that Fisher estimation is used. See Appendix C for details on
Fisher estimation theory. If Gaussian statistics are assumed, the Fisher
estimate of the state x is that value of x which minimizes the quadratic
function J where
J = ( z -H (x) ) . R-1 ( z-H () ). (3.2-1)
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However, H (x) is a set of non-linear functions, and so an iteration
scheme is used to minimize J. Let x be an initial guess of the state.
Expand the observation equation about o
z = H (x ) (3.2-2)
where Ax = - x .
and H_ = _Hx = matrix of partial deriv-tives.
ax
If higher order terms in &x are ignored, then
H=-
where
(3.2-3)
H (o )
This observation equation is linear, and so linear Fisher estimation theory
can be applied.
A
Let A x denote the best estimate of change in state calculated
from Fisher theory. Then
[xT (x_) 0 1 R Ex (.)] -1 T o RF -8 li
(3.2-4)
A new initial guess of the state is found by adding the old initial guess Xo
A
to the estimate of the change in the state, A g. The calculations are then
repeated.
ii
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In general, the interation procedure is:
A A(3.2-5)
x.+l = X. + a x. (3.2-5)
where
A A A 1 T ( 1)C
A X. = (Ax R- - H ( 1) - HT i),I R X (
-i--1 -X Zi -x -1 z H (i
Sith (3.2-6)
and where x. is the i estimate of the state.
3.3. An Example of the Observation Equation
For illustrative purposes an example of the observation equation is written
out. Assume the network has n buses, and that there are ne voltmeters,
nq varmeters and np wattmeters at specified buses; there are no wattmeters or
varmeters measuring power flow along transmission lines.
Th.I, +lb l 4VO4i ti k h is
IE.
-k
o
IEti
n
Z IYk'j Ek'E. cos (k - )
j=1
n
J' Y E E I sin (9 + -Cj)
S.=1Ji=1 (3.3-i)
where i = buses where voltmeters are placed (re buses)
k = buses where wattmeters are placed (n buses)
I = buses where varmeters are placed. (n, ases)
and JE. = column vector of voltage magnitudes
P = column vector of real powers
-k
k = column vector of reactive powers
e o serva on equa on en
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The linearized observation equation is
EI o ( 0JEqI 1
AP k
L ~J
AJ
AIEIq
-q
(dimension np x (n-1) )
(dimension np x n)
(dimension nq x (n-l))
(dimension (nq x n) )
It should be noticed that there are n voltage magnitudes but only n-1 voltage
phase angles in the state vector. This is because only the differences in
angles are important, and so the angles are not all independent. One angle
is used as a reference, in this case it is the angle at bus n.
The zero matrix comes from 8 E i , and has a dimension of ne x (n-i).
,C
has a dimension of ne x n.
(3.3-2)
-1= 1, n
= 1, n
where p
q
and J
1
2
3
4-
Ek
-p
= ~k
d E
The matrix 6jEli
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3.4. Error Covariance Matrix
In the appendix on the Fisher linear estimation theory, (Appendix C),
it is mentioned that the error covariance matrix is equal to the following
matrix:
E[y-a)(XK A)TJ FHT R 1 H] -1 (3.4-1)
where xT of the true state, x is the estimated state and
z= H .x +v
is the linear observation equation. This is not true in general for a
non-linear Fisher estimator. However, under the conditions that the noise
error is small, and that the estimated state is unbiased and sufficiently
close to the true state, then a good approximation to the error covariance
matrix is:
where
The following arguments attempt to explain the conditions under which
this is true.
Recall the estimator recursion equations (3.2-5) and (3.2-6):
= + Zi) ()R-' -  -H (xi) (3.4-4)
where 1 A- Xi 1
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Let x be the "best" estimate of the state. The non-linear Fisher estimate is,
in general, biased; that is,
E (-) =T + b (.T) ,
where b (T) is some bias function of the true state, q.
Let
represent th  estimate as a function of the observations. Then,
represent the estimate as a function of the observations. Then,
(3.4-5)
(3.4-6)
E (G (z) ) = E (^)
= (. + b_ ()
substituting the non-linear observation equation (3.1-3) into (3.4-6)
Expanding G in a Taylor series about H (ZT) gives,
x = G[.U (A)T + G(M)i(9 v+l V + (3.4-7)
where
(G(1) (z) = -() )
the matrix of partial derivatives of G.
Assuming v is small, so that the higher order terms in the expansion can be
neglected, then
(3.4-8)C:(k]= x,+ b (.T)
Hence,
x-E^T) = b(l) = (T) .
A = (3.4-9)
I
_______ 1_F","_
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Since
Ey . T -= R,
then
E[ A ) - T) T (1) ;_T
+ (T) . (X) (3.4-10)
The first derivative of G can be obtained from equation (3.4-6). Then
GM)  (z) =(X=)."H T  (A) R-1 (34-11)
Hence,
G(1) (1)izT)~ =aH(kf (XzT C1 ) -1 x
=Z( ) (3.4-12)
If the estimated state is close to the true state, and if the bias error
b(T() is small enough to be ignored, then
=[ ()'R- .H (x) - (3.4-13)
Since the bias error is included in (3.4-10) it is better to call this
analysis a sensitivity analysis rather than an error analysis.
One of the purposes of the computer program which simulates the estimator
is to find when this approximation is good.
71
N
S=i=l1 (3.4-14)(x- k)i-( - XTL]-'
to approximate the error covariance matrix.
i__ __1 __j_ ____
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It is hoped that the approximation is accurate, because much computer
time will be saved if T'(x) can be used to approximate the error covariance
matrix instead of using the matrix S , where
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Section 4. Similarities and Differences between Load Flow
Calculations and the Estimator Calculations
The load flow calculations and the estimator calculations are not the
same, because they are evolved from different logics and used for different
purposes. Yet there are similarities, too. The following list outlines
the relationships between the load flow calculations and the estimator
calculations.
Load Flow
z = H (x)
Estimator
z= H (x) +v
where z =
P.1
Qi
for i = 1, n-1.
Or for voltage controlled
buses
r
Q.
JEk I
i =l1, n-l
j = all load buses
k = all voltage controlled
buses
i =1, n-1
- -where z = EiI
Pi
Qk
(Pline)lm
(Qline)pq
and i, j" k etc., are the buses
where IE , P, Q, Pline' Qline
measurements are taken.
for i = 1, n-l
j = 1, n
for
for
ZZ = !
~---
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Recursion formula:
A xi 1-1 [z - HchTA =[]H'iH(x.
-x -X= x -+ i 1 -1
HT () -H
X -'
A A A
X. = X. +A x x.
i+1 A ++1 i A
SIMILARITIES:
From this list the similarities are readily found. They are:
1. Both calculations make use of the real and reactive bus
power equations.
2. If H (i.) in the estimator calculations is square and invertible,
the estimator recursion formula becomes
A 1 - ^= ) -Hx.
which is very similar to the load flow recursion formula.
3. The same type of recursion formula is used. (Newton-Raphson)
almost
4. The state vector isthe same.
5. If no IEI measurements and no line power measurements are made,
then equations for load flow and the estimator are almost exactly
the same.
6. With the use of voltage controlled buses, the load flow equations
are even more similar to the estimator equation.
-Y
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DIFFERENCES
The list also points out the differences. They are:
1. The estimator calculations include noise and the statistics of
the noise in the calculations to weight the observations in
proportion to their error. The load flow calculations assumes all
specified values are exactly known.
2. The estimator can use more measurements than there are unknowns
in the state vector. This redundancy in observations is sometimes
useful for obtaining a more accurate estimate of the state.
3. The state vector for the estimator is one dimension larger,
because all n voltage magnitudes are included.
4. There is no slack bus in the estimator calculation; hence,
all the powers could be included in the vector a.
5. The load flow calculations can use psuedo measurements in the
calculations. These psuedo measurements may have large errors, yet
they are still useful. The estimator program can handle the psuedo
measurements, because it weights the measurements in proportion to
their accuracy. Hence, the psuedo measurements are not weighted
very heavily, but nevertheless, some information is obtained from them.
6. The estimator calculates an approximation to the error covariance
matrix automatically. (see Section 3.4).
J:lz:zýý i!
--- ·-·- 1'1
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Section 5. Construction of Simulation Program
The flow chart in Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic set-up of the static
state estimator. The set-up is know as a Monte Carlo network of simulation
and can be divided into four parts: 1) the model of the power system, 2) the
noise generator, metering and formulation of the observation vector, 3) the
estimator, and 4) a comparison of the estimated state with the true state.
The first section simulates the model of the power system by calculating
the true bus voltage magnitudes T and true voltage phase angles, T as well
as the true real and reactive powers (PT ' QT) at the buses by means of load
flow analysis.
The next section generates the gaussian random noise vector by means
of a random number generator. Each "moise" has a zero mean and a variance specified
in the input data. The observation vector is formulated by selecting the
measurements to be taken and then adding the true meter readings to the
"noise" vector to obtain noisy observations.
The third section is the estimator which takes the noisy observations
and uses them to solve the recursion equation to obtain the estimate of the
state. The estimator also calculates the real and reactive power using the
estimated state, and prints out the matrix Z(or just its diagonal).
The last section compares the true state with the estimate in some fashion
in order to analyze the performance of the estimator. More will be said
about this comparison later.
Program listings and detailed flow charts for all the programs and
subprograms are given in Appendix D.
,A
and uses them to solve -the recursion equation to obtain the estimate of the
state. The estimator arse calculates Wile real and reactive power using the
estimated state, and prints out the matrix T;(or just its diagonal).
The last section compares the true state with the estimate in same fashion
in order to analyze the performance of the estimator. BAore will be said
about this comparison later.
Program listings and detailed flow charts for all the programs and
subprograms are given in Appendix D.
Load
Flow
Calculations
_- -1 -_A -:-x T
Fig. 5.1
Computer Simulation
NI
-nirurul-Y· -----· ~-------~arar=- ------ I-~-1 J I- 1'
ý(A)7
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Section 6, Analysis of the Computer Studies
The purpose of this paper is to construct a static state estimator
for a power system network and to analyze the performance of the estimator.
In this section, the results from the computer program simulation are presented
and analyzed. The analysis is divided into two parts:
1) Checking the estimator to see if it is working properly,
investigating the limitations of the estimator, and comparing
7(j) to the error covariance matrix.
2) Analyzing the performance of the estimator for various types of
measurements and meter placement schemes.
The estimator program is checked by answering the following questions:
1. Does the estimator program converge to a finite estimate?
2. Is the percentage error of the estimate less than or equal to
the percentage of noise in the measurements?
3. Is the number of iterations to converge small (eq.. 5-10)?
In addition, the limitations of the estimator are studied. First, the
measurement noise is increased to see how the error of the estimate increases.
Secondly, the initial guess of the state is increased to see if this effects
the convergence of the estimator. Finally, the minimum number of measurements
is used to see if an estimate can be obtained. The results of these studies
give some indication of the conditions under which the estimator can still
perform adequately.
Another important item is to check how well the matrix X(1)
approximates the error covariance matrix, which cannot be calculated exactly.
Instead, it is approximated by the matrix S , where
N
S(T (6.1)
N i=l
,M II
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and where N is the total number of trials using different measurements, x is
-T
A
the true state, x is the estimated state.
The second part of the analysis investigates parts of the following areas:
1. The relative importance of the type of meter in obtaining an
accurate estimate.
2. The importance of meter placement in obtaining an accurate estimate.
3. The affect of measurement errors on the accuracy of the estimate.
These areas are very important and basic, but they are by no means the only
areas that can be explored. There are, for instance, many interesting
interrelations between these areas that can be studied.
The following approximations are also imvestigated:
6 z j1 6 (6.2)
j n -6 A (6.3)
provided the reactance to resistance ratio (X/R) is large. These approximations
are obtained from the power equations P.2-14a) and (2.2-14b ) by
approximating sin (A ) by _x and cos (A ) by 1.0, provided
_ad _ < 1 and (X/R) >%1.
In terms of the estimator program, this means that a small change in the noise
of the watt measurements does not affect the accuracy of the voltage
magnitude estimate. Likewise a small change in the noise of the var measurements
does not affect the accuracy of the phase angle estimates.
The example model shoim in Appendix A is used for all these studies.
As can be seen from the network diagram, it is a very basic model which
facilitates the analysis of the computer studies. The subscripts on the
voltage magnitudes and angles and on the real and reactive powers are the code
1
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numbers assigned to each bus. Also these studies use only measurements of
voltage magnitudes and real and reactive powers at the buses; no power
flows along lines are measured.
The example system network is simulated by the load flow calculations.
The true state and the true bus powers are calculated, and the results are
listed in Appendix C.
NOTE ON THE TABLES
The values of the results listed in Tables 6.1 through 6.9 are in
per unit quantities. The reference base is 100 KVA at 138 KV. All angles
are in per unit radians, voltages in per unit kilovolts, real power in
per unit megawatts, and reactive power in per unit megavars.
6,1. Estimator Checkout
The first computer runs check out the estimator program to see if it
is working properly. Some sample results are given in Table 6.1. The results
indicate that the estimator calculations do converge to a finite estimate,
and that for a well metered system the percent error of the estimate is less
than or equal to the percent of the noise in the measurements. It is also
found that for an initial starting point near the true state, the typical number
of iterations is quite reasonable, especially for the strict convergence
criterion used (xi+ 1 - xil < .00005). Sometimes the number of iterations
can be large(e.g. 22). However, this occurs rarely. In order to study the rate
of convergence, a plot of the residual of one element of the state (in this case
s•eGJ1 =IETI - IE5 ) versus the iteration count is drawn. The result of
several samples are shown in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that for accurate
observations, the estimate changes very fast in the first few steps, and then
I
Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Buses 2 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Metered 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Measurement
Error (%) 1 1 1 5 5 5 1 1 1 10 10 10 11 1 1
Number Typ. 6 8 6 5 6 6
of
SMax. 8 22 10 10 6 8
Iterations
.00 0 53  .00272 .00001 .00320 .00015 .00135
-T .00097 .00497 .00004 .00193 .00007 .00162
.00111 .00570 .00006 .00294 .00013 .00131
, .00133 .00677 .00006 .01106 .00025 .00164
O
oF,
S" 1d IET- .00273 .01369 .00093 .01997 .00186 .00085
A ^ .00315 .01582 .00095 .01931 .00191 .01170
lEl .00318 .01594 .00091 .01982 .00191 .00172
S00313 .01569 .00012 .02355 .00178 .01240
ca .00271 .01361 .00096 .01960 .00191 .00388
*in per-unit quantities Table 6.1.
Number of Interations to Converge
and Accuracy of Estimated State
- -- -- ---- 
i
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Fig. 6.1
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levels off when close to the stopping conditions. For higher noise levels,
the estimate oscillates before leveling off. Notice that the number of
iterations does not depend on the starting value. It also seems that the
number of iterations does not depend on the buses metered, or the noise level,
provided that the system is well metered and the noise level is reasonably
low. What does seem to affect the number of iterations is the value of the
measurments themselves; some sets of measurements cause the estimator to
take longer to converge than other measurements. This topic needs to be
investigated further.
Notice that when the measurement noise increases, the error in the
estimate increases roughly in proportion, as is expected. It is also seen
that the accuracy of the estimate changes significantly for certain meter
placement patterns; meter placements are important.
In conclusion, for a well metered sytem and for initial values of the
state close to the true state, the estimator program achieves a good
estimate of the state.
6.2. Limitations of the Estimator
The estimator program is run under several extreme conditions. These
conditions are large measurement noises, large errors in initial starting
point, and the use of only the minimum number of buses. The results are
listed in Table 6.2.
LARGE MEASUREMENT NOISE
In order to exclude errors due to meter placements, the system is
completely metered. It is found that the estimator converges for large noises.
Of course, the error in the estimate is also very large. It should be noted
Meter Type
Buses Metered
Measurement
Error (%)
Error in
Initial Guess
zý---
ITPA IIT
CHANGE IN INITIAL GUESS
E PQ E PQ EPQ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 33 3 33 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
555 555 555
1 1 1 50 50 50 500 100 100
5 0 0
.00001 .03198 .02255
.00004 .06914 .02115
.00006 .07692 .01557
.00006 .05488 .04456
.00029 .22337 .06411
.00005 .23076 .06192
.00091 .23371 .06007
.00082 .22525 .05993
.00096 .21743 .05687
E PQ E PQ EPQ
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5
1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1
1 50 100
.00053 .00053 .00053
.00097 .00097 .00097
.00111 .00111 .00111
.00137 .00137 .00132
.00273 .00273 .00273
.00315 .00315 .00315
.00317 .00317 .00317
.00312 .00313 .00312
.00271 .00271 .00271
in per-unit quantities Table 6.2
Extreme Conditions for Estimator.
MINIMUM NUMBER
F RTBTUFS
EPQ EPQ
1 1 1 11
2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4
555 5
1 1 1 11
1 1
No .00036
Convergence; to
Diverges
.00082
.00392
to
.00400
CHANGE IN NOISE
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that the results listed in Table 6.2 are only from one sample, and not the
average values. Hence, some inconsistencies will be found, such as the
errors in the estimate not increasing in the same proportion as the increase
in measurement noise. It is expected, though, that these inconsistencies would
not be present if average values were listed.
In conclusion, the estimator can obtain an estimate of the state even
for large measurement noises. The percent error of the estimate is large, but
not significantly greaterthan and possibly less than the percent of the noise
in the measurements.
IARGE INITIAL GUESS
When the initial guess of the state is in error by as much as 100%, the
estimator still converges, and the number of iterations does not increase
significantly. Moreover, the estimate is exactly the same for large errors
in the initial guess as it is for small errors in the initial guess, provided
that the same set of measurements is used in both cases. In conclusion,
there does not seem to be any significant bound on the initial guess of the
state which limits the ability of the estimator to converge.
MINO UM NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS
Table 6.2 clearly shows that the estimator is not limited by the
minimum number of measurements, but by the minimum number of buses at which
measurements are taken. This indicates again the importance of the meter
placement problem. This problem is investigated later on.
6.3. Comparison of Z with the Error Covariance Matrix,
The error covariance matrix is calculated by equation 6.1.
N T
N i=l
where N denotes the number of estimates obtained using different measurements.
__
(* for 30 trials) Table 6.3
versus the Error Covariance Matrix
-Is.
ElfiPsl~L~s~Be~i~s~s~;~i~liSSj~~ 
---- =ii-._i---- ;
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The diagonal elements of the matrices Z(^_) and •j (T) are
compared with the diagonal elements of S. The results clearly show that
the matrix C (_) is indeed a good approximation to the error covariance
matrix, even for measurement errors of 10%. Also, the bias errors of
equation (3.4-5) are not significant. The results also show that the error
covariance matrix S and the matrix 2: increase in about the same proportion
as the increase in measurement noise variance, as is expected.
Since 5 (A) is such a good approximation to the error covariance matrix,
it is used in place of the error covariance matrix in the analysis of the
estimator, provided the noise is small (within 10%) and the error in the
estimate is small (within 10%). The tables for the remainder of the
analyses list the square roots of the diagonal elements of C (A) as the
average error in the estimate.
6.4, Comtling between P and s and between Q and JEI.
It is mentioned in the introduction to this section that
% .AI iEI
provided the X/R ratio is large. These approximations are studied in relation
to the estimator by the following methods:
1. To study the coupling between watts and phase angles, the errors
of all the real power measurements are increased while keeping the
var measurement errors constant.
2. To study the coupling between vars and voltage magnitudes, the
errors of the reactive power measurements are increased while
keeping the watt measurement constant.
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In both cases, no voltage measurements are taken. Table 6.4 lists the results
of changing the real power measurement noises, and reactive power measurement
noises.
It is expected that the approximations are not very good, because the
network being used has a low X/R ratio of 3. The results in Table 6.4 confirm
these suspicions. For example, the var measurements affect the phase angle
estimates and the voltage magnitude estimates almost equally. Notice, however,
that the error in the calculated reactive power is affected more than the
error in the calculated real power. The real power measurements affects both
the angle estimate and voltage estimate b 4 + utnef 4a/() and the errors
do not increase in proportion to the increase in noise. However, the error of
the calculated real power is affected more than the error of the calculated
reactive power.
It is important to note that no reasonable estimate could be obtained twice
with 10% noise in the watt measurements. This indicates that watt measurements
can be critical in calculating an estimate. In conclusion then, the
approximations that watt measurements do not affect the voltage estimate and that
var measurements do not affect the phase angle estimate are very poor when the
X/R ratio is 3. On the other hand, the watt measurements do not affect
the calculated reactive powers, and likewise the var measurements do not affect
the calculated real powers. The reason no voltage measurements are used in this
study can be seen from the results of Table 6.4(b). It is found that now the
watt measurements do affect the angle estimates more than the voltage magnitude
estimates. This is because the voltage measurements are contributing to the
voltage estimate, and hence keep the accuracy of the voltage estimate constant.
Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Buses 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Metered 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Measurement
Noise (%) 1 1 1 10 1 20 5 1 10 1
.00034 .00318 .00633 .00079 .00316
t Ad i .00060 .00548 .03550 .00134 .00505
.00063 .00581 ,03770 .00133 .,00530
. i=1,4 .00078 .00675 .04380 .00216 .00736
o .00358 .03090 .05900 .00973 .00450
i to to to to to
i1,5 .00365 .03200 .06090 .01100 .00470
.00077 .00068 .00083 .00200 .00676
.Ap
to to to to to
i=1,5 .00611 .00287 .01204 .02453 .04296
.00004 .00551 .00164 .00007 .00010
1i to to to to to
Ci i=1,5 .00122 .02215 .01263 .00168 .001461) 0
*in per-unit quantities
** could not obtain estimate twice
out of 7 trials
Table 6.4(a)
Coupling between P and I and between Q and
~
'1
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Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q
Buses 1 11 11 11 1i 11Buses 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Met3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33
4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Measurement
Noise (%) 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 20 1 1 1 10 1 1 20 1 1 80
.00100 .00360 .00728 .00100 .00100 .00100
. .00100 .00566 .01130 to to to
S .00100 .00600 .01810
i= 1,4 .00141 .00824 .01652 .00141 .00172 .00245
.00574 .00566 .00600 .00600 .00600 .00624
, IEli .00600
.00600 to to to to to
i = 1,5 .00600
.00574 .00591 .00762 .00624 .00640 .00894
S .00319 .03035 .01288 .00229 .00025 .00251
.00183 .00434 .05276 .00180 .00525 .00285
i= 1,5 .00085 .01413 .00565 .00023 .00425 .00455
.00096 .03798 .06310 .00533 .00440 .00282
.00096 .02922 .00668 .00214 .00387 .00949
S .00696 .01248 .00995 .01294 .01720 .17746
i .00069 .00153 .00076 .01323 .01175 .10033
.00047 .00078 .00005 .00047 .00382 .01120
i=l, 5 .00107 .00170 .00142 .00846 .00986 .12270
.00007 .00015 .00145 .00335 .00541 .03596
*in per-unit quantities
Table 6.4 (b)
Effect of Voltage Measurements in Estimate
$41
0 d
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OO O
0
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On the other hand, the var measurements affect both the voltage magnitude
estimates and the phase angle estimates, but as the noise in the var measurements
increases, the error in the estimate does not increase as fast. In this case,
the combination of voltage measurements and watt measurements are weighted
more heavily than the var measurements as the noise in the var measurements
increases. Thus, the estimate is being calculated more from the watt and
voltage measurements, than from var measurements.
These results, then, indicate that the voltage magnitude measurements
contribute significantly to the estimate of the state, especially when some
of the power measurements has a high noise level.
6.5. Importance of Meter Type
The relative importance of each of the three types of meters is studied
by eliminating one type of meter at a time from the observation vector. A
reference is established by completely metering the system. The results
in Table 6.5 show that the wattmeters are the most important type of meter.
The varmeters are next in importance, while the voltmeters have the least
importance. In fact, the estimate obtained with no voltmeters is almost
as accurate as that with complete metering.
The varmeters are not as important as the wattmeters, because the
voltmeters also contribute in the estimate of the voltage magnitudes. This
contribution, however, does not help enough, because the calculated reactive
powers have errors greater than 100%.
m
Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q
Buses Metered 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 55  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Measuremnet
Noise T 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 10 10 1 1
& i 0.00028 .00034 .0049 No .00100 .00100 .00031
1= I, 4 to to to Convergence to to
5 0.00071 .000775 .0052 .00280 .00055
SlE .0.00283 .00355 .010 .0041 .00447 .00360
1=1, 5
0.00199 .00164 .00193 .00184 .00074 .00110
1 to to to to to to
i = 1i, 5 0.00463 .00693 .01030 
.05605 .01080 .01138
0.00013 .00026 .14556 .00003 .00027 .00020
i to to to to to to
i = 1, 5 0.00091 .00116 .48030 
.00301 .01085 .00097
-X-/4 per ".rwi- 6 fanifles
TABLE 6.5
IMPORTANCE OF METER TYPE
oa,
8
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These same studies are carried out again, but now by increasing the
meter noise instead of by eliminating the meters. The results in Table 6.5
indicate that changes in both watt measurement errors and var measurement
errors affect the accuracy of the estimate much more than do the changes in
the voltage measurement errors, In fact, the error of the estimate with no
voltage measurements is almost exactly the same as with 10% voltage measurement
noise. TIis indicates that the voltage measurements are weighted very little
with respect to the watt measurements, and the var measurements.
6.6. Increasing the Number of Var Meters,
Table 6.6 shows the results of increasing the number of varmeters from
zero to three. It should be noted that the errors in the powers calculated
from the estimate are only the results of one sample, whereas the errors in
the estimate are average values. Some inconsistencies are to be expected,
in the listings of the calculated power errors. Also it should be remembered
that the example network used in these studies has a low (X/R) ratio which
icauses cross cou plin beg een P n'ana Il and between ana X This effiect is
discussed in section 6.4.
The results clearly indicate that the calculated real powers do not depend
on the var measurements, which is expected. However, the phase angle estimate
does improve when more varmeters are used. This is caused by the low
(X/R) ratio.
On the other hand, the calculated reactive powers and the voltage magnitude
estimates are strongly affected by the var measurements, especially at the
buses where the varmeters are placed. For instance, when a varmeter is placed
at bus 5 both the voltage magnitude error and the calculated reactive power
error at bus 5 decrease significantly. It is also found that there is a slight
Trg~~CZOC? ~~Ylr\CC ~rY1~~11176 I?07~UUPF)TI CI S1Tln I~I.I Q'17n nPT.T117Clf~n II L~T7~ A Inlc? PffP~7. ~S
causes cross coupling 13e-cween y ana j~l ana pe-cween L? ana g I-nls errec-e Is
discussed in ection .~.
The resuLCs clearly indicate that the calculated real powers do not depend
on the var measurements, which is expected. However, the phase angle estimate
does improve when more varmeters are used. This is caused by the luvlr
(X/R) ratio,
On the other hand, the calculated reactive powers and the voltage magnitude
estimates are strongly affected by the var measurements, especially at the
buses here "che varmeters are placed, For instance, when a varme-t;er is placed
at bus 5 both the voltage agnitude error and the calculated reactive power
error at bus 5 decrease significantly, It is also found that there is a slight
Meter Type IEi P Q E P Q E
Buses 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Metered 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 555 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5
Measurement
Noide (%) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
.00495 .00463 .00094 .00084 .00071 .00062 .00028
.i 00504 .00497 .00358 .00186 .00360 .00152 .00044
.00507 .00512 .00453 .00360 .00300 .00115 .00044
i=1,4 .00498 .00415 .00417 .00295 .00435 .00268 .00071
.01040 .00866 .00803 .00465 .00811 .00434 .000283
.01015 .01020 .00980 .00894 .00763 .00582
.01010 .00985 .01010 .01000 .00588 .00486
.01020 .00627 .01010 .00952 .01010 .00950
.01060 .01060 .OC(655 .0049 0 .0C640 .00422
.00150 .00116 .00193 .00114 .00333 .00316 .00149
A Pi .00385 .00673 .00186 .00673 .00407 .00114
.00405 .00336 .00645 .00342 .00107 .00173 to
.00030 .00404 .00419 .00400 .00594 .01316
.00089 .00686 .01113 .00691 .00720 .01182 .00463
.22118 .42050 .28804 .00120 .22908 .00437 .00013
A Q .43639 .16792 .41007 .15733 .05768 .04889
.38109 .00856 .31472 .10767 .00024 .00023 to
.14282 .00061 .18506 .05630 ,16564 .03340
i= 5 .02017 .25552 .00123 .00049 .00038 .00065 .00091
-7 K fL
Table 6.6.
Increasing Number of Q Measurements
From 0 to 3.
(reference)
COpq
to0~rx
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decrease in the voltage magnitude error at those buses which are close to the
metered buses. For instance, buses 1 and 5 are connected by a short transmission
line, and when a varmeter is placed at bus 5, the voltage magnitude error at
bus 5 decreases and is accompanied by a slight decrease in the voltage error
at bus 1. This "spreading effect", in which the measurements at one bus
affect the estimate of the state at other buses, is very important, because
it can mean that the system is capable of being "probed" by the meters.
The errors of the estimate are less than 1% when three varmeters are used.
Even the errors of the calculated reactive powers at the buses which have no
varmeters decrease significantly. This is due to the contribution of the
"spreading effect" of the measurements on the accuracy of the estimate, and
also the contribution of the voltage magnitudes in the voltage estimate.
It is expected that even further improvements in the estimate can be obtained
if psuedo var measurments are used at the buses which have no varmeters.
(See the results of section 6.8).
6.7. Increasing the Number of Wattmeters
In conjunction with increasing the number of varmeters, the number of
wattmeters is also increased from zero to three. The results are shown in
Table 6.7.
An estimate cannot be obtained when there are less than two wattmeters. This
confirms the results of section 6.5, that wattmeters are very necessary in
obtaining an estimate of the state.
An estimate is obtained when two or more wattmeters are used. There are
definite improvements in the phase angle estimate and in the calculated real
powers, especially at the buses where wattmeters are placed. This localized
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 555 5  555 5 55 5 5 5
Measurement
Noise (W) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
no .00271 .0052 .00045 .00028
.01121 .0202 .00425 .00044
i=14 convergence convergence convergence .00775 .0137 .00281 .00044
.00728 .0139 .00574 .00071
r z I Estimate Estimate Estimate .00481 .00583 .00446 .00283
c o i 
.00678 .00714 .00583Blows Up Blows Up, Cannot be .00673 .00531 .00539
I 1=1,5 Cannot Obtained .00943 .00812 .00330
.00476 ,00480 .00469
Be .00056 .16104 .00000 .00149
i .69704 .25099 .08377Obtained
.63932 .00160 .00150 toi=1,5 .07600 .00930 .08373
.01760 .00013 .00065 .00463
.00091 .00032 .00225 .00013ir, Q .00143 .00130 .00091
.00009 .00000 .00051 to
i=1,5 
.00260 .00080 .00253
.00008 .00060 .00029 .00091
* in per-unwt quantities
Table 6.7 (re f e r e n ce)
Changing Number of P Measurements
From Zero to Three
I
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improvement of the estimate by the measurements is also noticed in the results
of section 6.6. When three wattmeters are used, it is found that the errors
of the estimate of the state and of the calculated real powers decreased at
the buses which do not have wattmeters. This is due to the "spreading effect"
discussed in the previous section.
The watt measumnents do not affect the calculated reactive powers, as is
to be expected. There is, however, some improvement of the voltage magnitude
estimates. This is caused by the coupling between real power measurements
and the voltage magnitudes due to the low (X/R) ratio.
6.8. Minimum Number of Buses
In this section, the minimum number of buses that can be measured using all
the three meter types is studied. Since there are nine unknowns, nine
observations must be taken, and so three buses must be metered. Three buses
are choosen (1, 3, 5), and then four buses are metered which include the
three choosen buses and an extra bus (bus 2). The noise of the measurments
at bus 2 is increased to observe the effect of gradually eliminating the
measurements at that bus by weighting them out of the estimate.
The results shown in Table 6.8 clearly indicate that as the error in the
measurments at bus 2 increase, the errors in the estimate of the state increase
both at bus 2 and at bus 4 which has no meters. However, the estimates of the
state at the other buses do not change. It is also clear that the errors of the
real and reactive power at buses 2 and 4 increase almost as fast as the noise
increases in the meters at bus 2, while the errors in the calculated powers at
the other buses are hardly affected.
Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Buses
Metered 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 333 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3
555 555 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 555
Measurement
Noise:Busi2) 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 50 50 50 100 100 100 1 1 1
no .00072 .00084 .00214 .00430 .00028
A C .00103 .00192 .00805 .01814 .00044
• H convergence .00113 .00145 .00440 .00980 .00044
.C U I=1,4 .00197 .00400 .01730 .03620 .00071
+ 0
A AjEji cannot .00470 .00534 .00511 .00667 .00221
obtain to .00550 .00628 .01083
W i=1,5 estimate .00548 .00564 .00816
.00500 .00548 .03320 .02010
.00546 .00544 .00628
Ap .00007 .00202 .00021 .00227 .0019
1 .01270 .08598 .54090 to
Ic i=1,5 to .00400 .00433 .00192
00204 .01867 .10129 .53824 .0046)00204
.00888 .01185 .00900
o.
ro aQ. .00057 .00094 .00180 .00270 .00013
P ito .02361 .13212 .15302
H .00014 .00043 .00001 to
i i=1,5 .00387 .01917 .13005 .17490
.00051 .00062 .00072 .00091
0
* i pe1- l441 f o &avf
Table 6.8
(reference)
Minimum Number of Buses
(1% error for all measurements except bus 2)
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The percent error of the estimate for 50% and 100% meter noise at bus 2
do not match the error in the calculated power, because the approximation of
the error covariance matrix by T (A) is not as good.
The estimate does not converge when only three buses are metered. Obviously,
three buses do not contain enough information to estimate the state, even
though there are enough measurements. The reason for this is that there is
some redundancy in measuring voltage and reactive power at the same bus since
they are coupled. This redundancy is investigated in section 6.9.
In conclusion, the estimator cannot obtain an estimate by metering a
minimum number of buses (at least for this example network). When the
noise of the measurement at one bus is increased, the estimate at that bus
and any unmetered buses becomes less accurate. This"localized effect" of
the measurements is also found in section 6.6.
6.9 Voltage Measurements in Relation to Var Measurements
It is found that the reactive power measurements affect the voltage
magnitude estimate. It is also found that the var measurements are more
important than the voltage measurements. However, the voltage measurements
do contribute to the estimate of the voltage estimate, especially when var
measurements have high noise levels or are not present.
The ability of the voltage measurements to aid the var measurements in
estimating the state is studied, and the results are shown in Table 6.9.
The first part of the investigation is conducted by placing the voltmeters
at the buses where there are no varmeters. Next the voltmeters are placed
where there are varmeters. The results show that the voltage magnitude
estimate does improve at the buses where voltmeters are placed, but not
significantly more than when voltmeters are placed only where the varmeters
are located. However, the calculated reactive powers do improve significantly
when voltmeters are placed where there is no varmeter .
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This study is continued by using psuedo measurements at two of the
buses (buses 2 and 3). (Psuedo measurements are guesses of the power
calculated from past data. A psuedo measurement has a much higher error
than a direct measurement, e. g. 50%). The results indicate that considerable
improvement is obtained when voltmeters are placed at the bus where psuedo
var measurements are used. In addition, the calculated reactive power also
becomes more accurate at these buses.
It is interesting to note that the estimate using psuedo-var measurements
is better than the estimate obtained with no var measurements at the same
buses. This indicates that the estimator does indeed use the information
of the psuedo measurements to improve the estimate.
~i___  ~ ~ziý
Meter Type E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q E P Q
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Buses 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2* 2 2 2 2 2 2* 2 * 2 2 2
Metered 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3* 3 3 3 3 3 3* 3  3* 3 3 3
4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 55 55 555 55 55 5 5 55 555
Measurement
Noise (%) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 207 1 1 1 40~1 1 1 6071 1 2031 1 1 1
S (. .00115 .00158 .00104 .00077 .00073 .00073 .00075 .00291 .00028
-P .00954 .00210 .00192 .00268 .00136 .00138 .00141 .00548 .00044
H I i=1,4 .00540 .00487 .00362 .00324 .00141 .00143 .00147 .00572 .00044
1 .00245 .00383 .00221 .00195 .00163 .00165 .00168 .00644 .00071
.00752 .01410 .00728 .00602 .00!C0 .00710 .00726 .03010 .00283
'4f Eli .01030 .02080 .01010 .01064 .02980
o .04580 .01030 .01010 .01020 to to to .03010
i=1,5 .03330 .01275 .00784 .00657 
.03100
.01970 .01525 .00740 .00640 .00728 .00740 .00757 .02980
.00110 .00163 .00107 .00193 .00114 .00329 .00192 .00386 .00149
APi  .01533 .00004 .00036 .00341 .00095 .00014 .00516 .00156
.00434 .00274 .00019 .00160 .00275 .00374 .00716 .00345 to
H5 00130 .00340 .00175 .00252 .00520 .00169 .00435 .00456
'5 .00680 .02635 .00035 .00465 .00833 .00110 .01555 .00729 .00463
.00240 .00073 .00675 .00210 .00103 .00403 .00050 .00113
i .88490 1.53320 .24690 1.35756 .00494 .00008 .00103 .00654
.90220 1.48040 .26260 1.31900 .00235 .00032 .00165 .00183 to
W 1= 1,5 .00003 .00065 .00060 .00157 .00016 .00002 .00076 .00026
. 1 2 08 " " . .00091C/ H .00010 .00126 .00085 .00070 .00c07 .00c2 9 .00036 .00086
__
--
Table 6.9
IEt Metering in Relation to Q Metering
in per unit quanties (*indicates those buses
where psuedo measurements
(reference)
aEe usoeed and the n se of thepsueo measurements)
r ~
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6.10. Summary of Conclusions
The following list is a summary of the major conclusions based in the
analysis of the estimator.
1. For a well metered system, and for low noise levels, the
estimator program converges to a good estimate of the state.
The percent error of the estimate can be less than the percent
of the noise in the measurements.
2. The estimator can still obtain good estimates for large errors
in the initial value of the state, and when the minimum number of
measurements is used. The estimator will converge even for large
measurement noises provided the system is well metered; the error
in the estimate is large, however.
3. The error covariance matrix can be approximated by the matrix
d () for small measurements noise levels and for small errors
in the state.
4. The approximation that watt measurements do not affect the
voltage magnitude estimate does not hold for an X/R ratio of 3.
Likewise, the approximation that var measurements do not affect
the phase angle estimate does not hold for an X/R ratio of 3.
5. The three meter types can be arranged according to their
relative importance in contributing to an estimate. The wattmeters
are most important; the varmeters are next in importance; the
voltmeters have the least importance.
_1 _i_:~
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6. There are circumstances, however, where voltmeters improve
the accuracy of the estimate significantly. Voltmeters usually
"help out" the varmeters in obtaining an estimate of the voltage
magnitudes, especially when some of the var measurements are
more inaccurate than the voltage measurements or are not present.
7. The measurements at a bus are most important for calculating the
estimate of the state at that bus; measurements have localized
affect. There does seem to be some "spreading effect" of the
measurements, especially for buses which are close together.
8. Psuedo measurements are better than no measurements in
calculating the estimate of the state.
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Section 7. Proposals for Further Study
The performance of the state estimator needs to be analyzed more
thoroughly; the studies undertaken in this thesis are just a beginning.
Some important topics which need to be investigated are now discussed.
The three major topics of the affects of meter placement, meter type,
and meter noise on the accuracy of the estimate still need to be studied. Some
ideas are listed below:
1. The estimator program can be altered to include the powers
flowing in the lines as measurements. These additional measurements
are expected to increase the accuracy of the estimate. Moreover, the
problem of "probing" the system can be studied in detail. By "probing"
it is meant that measurements of powers flowing in the lines toward
an unmetered bus are used to estimate the state at that bus. Power
campanies are very interested in this problem, for it would mean that
fewer meters are necessary.
Power companies are also interested in monitoring the power flows
in the lines to determine if a line is overloaded, etc. Calculating
the power flows in the lines from the estimates gives an indication
of the magnitude of the error in the line powers measured. Hence,
the reliability of these measurements is checked.
2. The reactance to resistance ratio (X/R) of the model can be
increased to ten or more. It is expected that at this ratio the
coupling between the var measurements and the voltage magnitude
estimate, and also between the watt measurements and the phase angle
estimates should be very strong. This can be easily checked from
the computer simulation.
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If the results do show that the coupling is strong, then it is
suggested that the Jacobian matrix H in the estimator be
approximated by
H = 0 ýEi
oJ 0
-l
The feasibility of this approximation can be determined from the
simulation program. If it does work, some computer time will be
saved.
3. The larger (X/R) ratio also stresses the interrelation between the
var measurements and the voltage measurements in obtaining an
estimate of the state. Additional studies will provide some insight
into this relation.
The estimator program itself can be studied. Three items of interest
are the following:
1. Instead of recomputing the gain matrix (Zik H R-1) in every
iteration, it is suggested that a pre-calculated constant gain
matrix be used. If this is feasable, then a large amount of computer
time will be saved.
2. The conditions which cause the estimator to converge in a
larger number of iterations than usual, or even to diverge are
not thoroughly understood. It seems that the magnitude of the
errors in the measurements have the most important affect. Both
theoretical and numerical studies of the estimator equation can
give some insight into this question.
i
I
___I; __ __ _ I; _
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3. The estimator program in these studies uses a "snapshot"
observation of the system. However, for larger networks, the
computer system may not be able to handle all the measurements
simultaneously. An alternate method is to send the measurements
to the computer sequentially in time. This sequential observation
mode can be implemented on the simulation program. The program
should include a method of updating.the measurements and provisions
for altering the scan rate.
There are several topics related to the estimator program which
can be studied. Two of them are:
1. Investigating the role of the estimator in the detection
of network changes. For instance, the detection of a transmission
line loss, or generator failure can employ the estimator program.
Another example is the detection of a meter failure. In fact,
the application of detection theory or hypothesis testing
to power systems is an area of study in itself.
2. Investigating another means of estimating the state. In
particular, the use of unknown-but-bounded estimation theory
discussed in reference (4) may prove feasible.
3. The tie lines connecting one company to the adjoining
companies should be taken into account, because changes in one own's
system cause changes in the tie line power flows. A method
of predicting the tie line flow changes has been developed (6).
The estimator program would be more complete if this prediction
program were included.
mode can be implemented on the simulation program. The program
should include a method of updating.the measurements and provisions
for altering the scan rate.
There are several topics related to the estimator program which
an e ~udied. wo f them re:
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i. Investigating the role of the estimator in the detection
of network changes. For instance, the detection of a transmission
line loss, or generator failure can employ the estimator program.
Another example is the detection of a meter failure. In fact,
the application of detection theory or hypothesis testing
to power systems is an area of study in itself.
2. Investigating another means of estimating the state. In
particular, the use of unhno~wn-but-bounded estimation theory
discussed in reference (4) St prove feasible.
3. he tie lines connecting one company to the adjoining
companies should be taken into account, because changes in one awnts
system cause changes in the tie line posver florr~s. A method
of predicting the tie line flo~i changes has been developed (6).
The estimator program would be more ccanplete if this prediction
program were included.
Ih l to t int r t i tn
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Concluding Remarks
The purpose of the thesis is to construct and analyze a static
state estimation program for a bulk transmission system. The computer
simulation program is contructed and does work quite well. The estimation
program has been checked out insome detail, and the results show that the
estimator does calculate an accurate estimate of the state given enough
measurements with low noise levels. Hence, the first objective has been
completed.
The simulation program is then used to analyze the performance
of the estimator under various conditions. The essential results are
listed in Tables 6.1 through 6.9 and an analysis of these results is
presented in Section 6. The analysis has been facilitated by using a
scaled-down version of a bulk transmission network model, and by
approximating the error covariance matrix by a matrix which is calculated
automatically in the estimator program.
The results show that the coupling between watt measurements and
the phase angle estimate, and also between the var measurements and the
voltage magnitude estimate is not very strong at anX/R ratio of three to
one. It is also found that/relatively speaking, the watt measurements are
most important, var measurements are next, and voltage measurements are the
least. There is some relationship between the var measurements and the
voltage measurements, but the results are not conclusive. Furthermore, it
is found that the measurement at a bus have a localized affect on the estimate;
that is, they are most important for calculating the state at that bus. The
problem of "probing" the system was not investigated per se, but the results
do seem to indicate that the system can be "probed". Also the affect of
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psuedo measurements is investigated. The results show that psuedo measurements
do help obtain a better estimate. However, more studies ne 'd to be made
in this area, too. A complete summary of the results is found in Section 6.10.
The investigations undertaken are just a beginning; much more work needs
to be done. Thus, the second objective of this thesis has not really been
ccmpleted. However, the results obtained are perhaps most useful bI
indicating what areas should be investigated, and how these studies should
be undertaken.
_ _
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Line Admittance*
1.66667-j5.00000
1.66667-j5.00000
2.50000-j7.50000
5.00000-j15.00000
10.00000-j30.00000
1.25000-j3.75000
1.25000-j3.75000
Shunt Admittance*
to around
0.0 + j0.08500
0.0 + j0.05500
0.0 + j0.05500
0.0 + j0.04000
0.0 + j0.05500
(* 100,000 kva base)
Line Admittances and Shunt Admittances.
Bus Code
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-3
3-4
2.-5
34.17738 e
5.27046 e
31.24826
34.39064
J4. 39064
5.27046 e
34.39064
7.90569 e
34.39064
15.81139 e
5.27046 e
J4.39064 j4.39064
31.24862
40.79391 e
J4. 39064
31.62278 e
0.0
3.95285 e
J4.39064
5.27046 e
31.62278 e
34.39064 J4.39064
7.90569 e
34.39064
31.24862
40.79391 e
J4. 39064
3.95285 e
0.0
0.0
34. 39064
3.95285 e
31.24798
11.82060 e
0.0
15.81139 e
34. 39064
3.95385 e
0.0
0.0
J1. 24816
19.71207 e
Table A-2
Bus Admittance Platrix in Polar Form
_~C~_ ~
~~pa~-"I-"~~~~~""Y`~~~ -- ' ' ; ~~~ ;;;i
- ..~~~ __.__ -_.. ._____.
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Appendix B: Example of Load Flow Calculations
The load flow calculations use the example model of Appercix A. Bus 5
choosen as the slack bus. The scheduled powers are listed in Table B-1.
The initial values of voltage magnitude and angle are listed in Table B-2.
calculated voltage magnitudes and angles, as well as the powers at all the
buses are listed in Table B-3.
Megawatts
Generation
Meaavars Megawatts
0
20
45
40
60
TABLE B -1.
Scheduled Powers
Voltage Magnitude
Is I
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.06
TABLE B ~-
Initial Values of the State
(on a 100 KVA Base) (3 "V )
Load
Meaavars
0
10
15
5
10
Phase Angle
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.00.0
is
The
BsU
1
2
3
4
5
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1 1.04744
2 1.02418
3 1.02357
4 1.01794
5 1.06000
Voltage
PT
-. 04898 .20
-.08722 
-. 45
-.09302 
-.40
-.10734 -.60
0.00000 -1.296
Table B D3
True Values of the State and Povers
(On a 100 KVA Base) 1/3 8 iK)
00
000
000
000
04
Power
.20000
-.15000
-.05000
-.10000
-.07426
WM
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Appendix C: Linear Fisher Estimation Theory
Consider the following equation:
a = H x + v (c-i)
where x is a n vector
z is a m vector
v is a m vector
H is a m x n matrix
H is known; the state X is unknown; v is the "noise"; and z is observed. This
linear equation is considered to be time invarient.
Fisher estimation theory obtains the best estimate of the state x_
from the observations z. The noise v is modeled as a random vector. Assume
E (v) 0
(C-2)
E (v . VT) (2
and that m > n. If the value of the vector x is known, and the
probability density of v is known, then the probability density of A can be
calculated. Let p (z : x ) denote the probability density of & given x.
This probability density is called the likelihood function. The "best"
estimate of the state is defined as the value of x which maximizes p (z : x)
for some given observation Z0O
The usual case is that v has a Gaussian probability density. That is
1 1 T -1
p (v) = " 2 'I_ e - - '- R v (C-3)
mm
I_ _
Hence, p (8z:x) = 1
S21 IR
where () = [ - Hj T R_-1  [ - H.x
Since Q (x) is non-negative,then the value of X which maximizes
minimizes Q (2).
There are several ways to minimize Q(x) with respect to x.
is to rewrite (C-5) after some manipulation as
Q (X) T IR-1 -R-I H Zz R-1Q(x) T.[ R _l _HTRl-
+ - T R- [ T -1 2L- T -1
where ~= gT - I -1
(C-5)
p (z. : X)
One method
(C-6)
(C-7)
The matrix is assumed to exist. Since the second term of (C-6) is non-
negative the value of x which minimize Q (x) is
x = HT - R-~  H HT - (C-8)
Thus (C-8) gives the maximum likelihood estimateLf v is Gaussian. Another
way to obtain (C-8) is to take the partial derivative of Q (x) with respect
to x , set the result equal to zero, and solve for 1.
Some properties of(C-8)are now derived:
E ^I = HT R-1 -1 T 1 -E [ZJ. (6-9)
but E (Z) = fH. ,
since E (v) = Q
so E () = T R-
In other words, the
( -I) = -
-1 - TR-1 H-.x
estimate is unbiased.
HT l1
(c-4)
(C-10)
= x
ALso
(C-11)
(C-12)
.. . . . .
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- z R v
R-1 (E (V1T) ) R-1HT (C-13)hence
but E (v v ) = R
so E ( (x - 2 ) (x - XT ) = -1tRR HT = 2
In other words, the matrix Z equals the error covariance matrix.
(C-14)
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ApPendix D. Computer Programs Listings
In this Appendix, the listings of all the programs are presented. The
Load Flow program, the estimator program and some of the more complicated
subroutines have short descriptions which explain the notation. A flow
chart for the load flow is given in Figure D-1 and for the estimator
program in Figure D-3.
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LOAD FLOW
The computer program for the load flow calculations is set up to solve
the following 2(n-1) equations.
P-1
A.:1.1 J-21 4
LAiCTl~
i=l, n - 1,
where bus n is the slack bus, and where J , J , J and J are the corresponding1 2 3 -4
elements of the Jacobian. (See equations (2.3-8) through (2.3-11)L The
flow chart on Fig. (D-1) describes the operation of the program. A program
listing is found on Fig (D-2).
J
-3
calculate differences between
scheduled and calculated powers
K rAP; M P Pi+.Q.<. ++ - Q•
determine maximum
change in powers
k k
max IPi and maxAQi
Fig. D-1
Flow Chart for Load Flow Calculations
calculate real and reactive
bus powers
P =IE Ej Ecos(4.+ J.- J.)
Ja ,I = I. e-I
replace
k
and IE)•
,
' by
by fE
Fig. D-1
(continued)
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calculate new bus voltages
k+1
I'1 k k
k+l
II
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR LOAD FLOW CALCULATIONS
REAL J
DIMENSION Y(5,5), T(5,5),ET(5),DT(5),P(S)Q(5)tDP(5)
DIMENSION DQ(5),PSKED(5),QSKED(5),J(8,8),DPWR(8)
READ (5,4) NL,EPS
READ (5,1) ((Y(I,K),T(ItK), K =1,N), I =1,N)
READ (5,1) (PSKED(I), QSKED(I), I = 1,N)
READ (5,1) (ET(I),DT(I), I =1,N)
M = N-I
M2 = M*2
NN2 = N*2
1 FORMAT(1X,4F11.5)
4 FORMAT(212,F10.7)
DO 10 I = 1,L
CALL POWER(P,Q,ET,DTYT,N)
CALL VSUM(PSKEDPtDP,-1.0,M)
CALL VSUM(QSKEDQ,DQt -1.0,M)
REAL MAX
DPMAX = MAX(DPqM)
DQMAX = MAX(DQtM)
IF(DPMAX .LE. EPS .AND. DQMAX .LE. EPS) GO TO 11
CALL JACOBN(J,ETDT,YTTN,NN2)
DO 12 K = 1,M
DPWR(K) = DP(K)
K = K + N- 1
DPWR(KK) = D00(K)
12 CONTINUE
CALL SIMQ (JtDPWRtM2,KStM2)
IF (KS .GE. 1) GO TO 15
DO 13 K = 1,M
DT(K) = DT(K) + DPWR(K)
KK = K + N - 1
ET(K) = ET(K) + DPWR(KK)
13 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
GO TO 20
11 WRITE (6,9) ,I
9 FORMAT(13HCONVERGES IN ,I2,12H ITERATIONS)
GO TO 20
15 WRITE (6,5) KS,I
5 FORMAT (I3,38HSINGULAR SET OF EQUATIONS ON ITERATION,13)
20 CALL POWER(PtQ,ETDT,Y,TN)
WRITE (6,22) (P(K),Q(K)tET(K),DT(K), K = 1,N)
22 FORMAT(//1X,3HPT=,llX,3HOT=,12X,3HET=,11X,3HDT=/( IX4FI1.5))
CALL EXIT
END
00010
00020
00030
00040
00055
00060
00070100080o
00130.
00111
00112
00100
00110
00120
00140
00190o
002001
00230)
002401
002501
00260.
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320-
00330
00340
00350O
00360!
003701
00380J
00390
00440
00450
00460
00470
00480
00490
00500o
00510
00520
00520
00540J
00550
FEA D
J Pu-r
D ArA
CA L c ULTE
DP= P - Pswi,
DQ= Q- Qsab
CI#ECK FOR
C.o J VER GJercg
FORM
[PUb1= --(
SOLVE FOIR AX
ADD COREc-rTio,
iJR ITE -t, (J
'zr E T
Fig. D-2
Load Flow Program Listings
A_ __ ~~ _~_____~~~~~~___;I_
~Rs --~s~R~--7- -· -- C-· · --.· L--C-l^~~jF--C ~i~L ~4_~.i~·i~--B~--~----~~^I-sllYP:-~iiE~~Y ~: i~T_~--i~i~·C~-i-i~-~1~ - i:~~- i =----~
ESTIMATOR
The main program for the estimator is set-up to estimate the state
from voltmeters wattmeters at buses, and varmeters at buses. The number
of buses is arbitrary. The program allows the following variables to be changed
on every run:
1) IE (j): a vector of dimension N E indicating the buses where
voltmeters are placed.
2) I P (j): a vector of dimension NP indicating the buses where
wattmeters are placed.
3) IQ (j): a vector of dimension NQ indicating the buses where varmeters
are placed.
4) M M: the maximum number of iterations allowed for the estimator
recursion.
5) EPS: the level of the convergence critericn.To converge
-+1 i 1• EPS. This is a fairly strong convergence criterion.•+ii
6) WM: the number of times an estimate is to be calculated.
7) -F-R: the standard deviations of the noise error convariance
matrix.
The program prints out the following quantities:
2) AP eT P -P( om)
A DQ ele- Q (x)
3) Diagonal elements of the matrix C (X).
See Fig. (D-3) for a flow chart and Fig. (D-4) for a listing.
runs)
trials)
iterations for
estimator)
Fig. D-3
Flow Chart for Estimator
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Fig. D-3
(continued)
_ _ _ _ - ·----. _
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL It MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 68207 20/19/01
THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE ESTIMATOR
READ (5,11 N
N2 =.N*2-1
NI = N - 1
N3 = N*3
NBU = I
RE NSION IE(S)3 r P(J- , J • ... ZT(15 . . ......( 5.  ....
DIMENSION IEI(5hIP(5lIQ(5),ZT(15),ET(S)DT(5),S(t9,95DX(9)
,;PITIQF5TIr(15FFr5I; -D(5),RrSIR51sRI(15, ISI,SIGRAI9,91
,Y(5,5),TI(5,5,JI(5,5),J2( 5,(5J3(5t5),J4(5,5),EO(5).DO(I5
,J(IIGIUHX15,I45T,HXrTfr5,15)DZ(15),V(9), HXTI(15,15),TSWI6)
tPT(5),QT(5),LW(91,MW(91,DP(5).00(5)
REAUD 15r4 TPT-RK1 4TTKIETTKTtTr K K=I, NT
READ (5,41) (Y(IIK)eTI IK),K=INI=)1,N)I
WRITE(6,42) (ET(IK;DT(K) ,PT(K)TQT(K),K=1,N)
FORMAT(IHI//IX,4H ET=,1OX,4H DT=,IOX,3HPT=,1OX,3HQT=/( 1X,4F11.5)I
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
00O06
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0076
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
00010
00020
00021
00022
00023
00024
.. oorJ-JlT
00040
00050
00060
00061
00071
002a'7
00234
00080
0-000
00100
(MI0011
00120
00121
00122
00140
d00150 •.-
00151
00152
00160
. . . . 0-0 701 -
00211
ON 00212
00213
00214
00180
00190
00215
00216
00200
00210
00217
0021.
00220
R ED D rA
Fig. D-4
Estimator Program Listing
PAGE 0001
100 READ (5,11 NSW, (ISW(K),K=1INSWI
DO 107 I-I ,NS . . . .
NGT = ISW(I)
GO TO (O11,TO2,r0T,TO4,1'5,T66T;-oT
101 READ (5.2) NENPNQ,MM,NM,EPS
WRTE- (6,40) NM
40 FORMAT(//2Xtl9HNUMBER OF TRIALS = .13)
GO TO 107
102 READ (0,3- (EIT(K1,DO(KKK-IN1 ,-PCI
WRITE (6,41) PCI
41 --FORMAT(T/1X ,F5.i1t3-2H PERCFNT- ERRTR "I -IRTTIAL VT-LUES )
GO TO 107
0_103 "--RE--1_S- 2A-T-1 T I-( KI0,1-=T,NEi
WRITE (6,2021
202 . FRT•i/-i8-Hý-ff-RVATION BlSS)i
WRITE(6.203) (IE(K),K=1,NE)
203 FORMAT(i/IX,2HEfHf.53
GO TO 107
104 READ (5-2) -( P KK= 1 NP
WRITE (6,204) (IP(K)tK=1,NP)
204 FONAT( / 1X2HP:,53-1
GO TO 107
105 READ (5,21 (IQ(K)K= 1INI
WRITE(6,205) (IQ(K),K=1,NQ)
205 FOIATTI-71W, 2HQ,•-;"5T3 .
CALL ZTRUE(IEIPIQ,NENPNQZTtETPTQT,N,N3)
WRITE(6,43) (ZT(K),K=1,NT)
43 FORMAT (//IX,4H ZT=/(1X,FLO.5)1
GO TO 107
--
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
00486
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059
0060
0061
0062
0063
0064
0065
0066
0067
0068
0069
0070
0071
0072
0073
0074
0075
MAIN DATE = 68207
106 READ (5,3) (R(K),K= 1,NT), PC1,PC29PC3
w-fft-Ts--t 0-7"-) -PtI"[-P-'T-PC"
108 FORNAT(//IX,33HPERCENT ERROR IN OBSERVATIONS:
1 Fi-;T,4H ,Q=,FS.1
IR = 1000.0*(R(3)+ R()5+R(N2)3
107 CONYT'NUE
2 FORMAT(LX,513,F10.51
I FORMAT (IX,7I3)
4 FORM4AT(IX,4F11.51
C
C R INVERSE IS CALCULATED
C S IS SET TO ZERO INITIALLY
DO 113 1 = 1,N2
00 113 K = 1•N2
SII,K) = 0.0
113 CONTTNUTE
DO 13 1 = INT
DO-- 14 K=,T
RIIIKI = 0.0
14 CONYTiUE 
RI(II) = _1.0/(R(Il**?)
13 CONTINUE
c
C
c
20/19/01 PAGE 0002
00230
E=,F5.1,4H ,P=t 00232
00,300
•)0240
00250
00270
'STA ARTT ?1FTh ULS To' CIARBY AT
DO 50 KK = INM
00 45 K IN
D(IKI) = DO(K
45 CONTINUE
C
C OBSERVATION -OTE -l-ALCuLA- iC
CALL. ZT-RUE( f•E,-I-P,- -Q9,NE ,-N-P NOZt, 9E1,-T, 10-T, R.4 3)
IX = 200*KK*NM*NBU*IR + 1
.6O10 
K =1,NT
B = R(K)
CALL GAUSS(IX,B,0..A)
ZIK) = A + ZT(K)
10 CONTINUE
-RI rS- CALCULIATED
-.STA-R .. o F .D.o LOOP
FOR T RIRLS
.0450 . . .
00460
00480
.......-- -..  . .. 49 00
.NOISE GEP
00510
00530 J.
00560
00570
" O ?O. . . .. .
NERATEb
+- V
SAYKRTI OFfTERATION
DO 11 L = 1,MM
CALL POWER(P,Q,EO0,YTTNI
CALL ELEMi;(lJ2,J3,j4,EO,Y,t,P,l N)
00600
00740
00620
.SrI AR-T
Fig. D-4
(continued)
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of ITEIATIO#J
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1,
00550
00360
00410
00380
00400
00430
M ... 46-
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL t1 MOD 2 PAIN DATE = 68207 20/19/01 PAGE 0003
0076 CALL HMATRX(IEIPIQNENPtNQJ1,tJ2,J3,J4,HXtNN31 00630
C HX TRANSPOSE IS CALCULATED 00640
007.7 IT.  T -- --- -t- i  W 00650 .
0078 DO 12 K = l,NT 00660 -
o009 HMX1Tr,7r - r• H rr- XTK* U----- -- 00670 ........ R' 1 x
0080 12 CONTINUE 00680
-~ -`"~ ~~-~----.~--t-'-~--- _."-_ __ _ - ------.-------- -
C HXT1 = HXT*RI 00690
008T . -L---PROID• -ThXTrXT-RxTTfNNT, N3 N3 PI 07
C SIGMA = HXTI*HX 00710
0082 CALL PROD T "iHXTT-HX-STGRAI;f7lZNT INZN3,N2) 00-T2 .
C
C V x---•1Zt"-- .IlUl -- -003T- . .
0083 CALL ZTRUE(lIEIPIO0NENPNQtZTtEPtQtNN3) 007500084 RDT I.Z 151 -` . . . ... --- - 760 .•"j- tj - i)J
0085 SUN = 0.0 00770
0086 DO T6 -- = - i-NT .----- 070 .. I
0087 VI = HXTl(I,KI*(Z(KI - ZT(KI) 00790
0088 -. UN=. + - U MN .. . . . ............................................ - .
0089 16 CONTINUE 00810
0090 V.TT T- --UW•-• ...-------------------U-W- - 01320 . . . ..
0091 15 CONTINUE 00830
0092 CLUAll- -S"TMNT( [-Nr-,-;-----N~---T . .. . . 00-- -----------
0093 IF(KS .GE. 1) GO TO 20 00850
. ... .. -T -•--V,--•' 
..... 
= xt •. .-'v os o-
0094 DO 17 1 = I N1 00870 . L F.I AK
00195 W I T- r T- --- -.. . 00- D ..... A0096 K = I + N -1 00890 A- +- k.
0097 T- ---'-TKTT T T 090•0•.
0098 17 CONTINUE 00910 C_ I EcIc . .• C.o  e •1g~
0100 EINI = V(N2) + EINI 00912
.101 VMA-= TWNT T-0092-
0102 IF IV4AX .LE. EPS) GO TO 71 00930
0103 11 CONTTRUE -4. - - - - - -. •0- - .. .
0104 WRITE (6,2011
- 0T- 20 -- FRIURMATII XR6HEf 'R '-STIT•M H •-- lTCNVERGEDIF- T _ _ _ - _ EKGEU
0106 GO TO 22
010T -2 T-I-TET6.T . ..... 00960.
0108 30 FORMATI(/X,39H SINGULAR SET OF EQUATIONS ON ITERATION,12) 00970
109 -TUT Z - .. 0.....------ ..... 09 0 .
0110 21 WRITEI6,31) L 00990
DTTT 1T FURn TTr IlI HUoNVERE 1 , T~T7TZWTTERATTURWST -IT0U-
0112 22 DO 51 I = 1lNI 01010 P X-r
.............. XTT= Tr -UT 01050
0114 K = I + N -1 01060
" 0113 DX~IT = (TTMI - ETTTI 01070
Fig. D-4
(continued)
I
-. ~I1 -i--~LP~~-r-·ic=-r~··~;=w
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL It MOD 2
51 CONTINUE
DX(N2) = E(N) - ET(NI
WRITE (6,6) DX
6 FPRMAT (//1X,3HOX=/(1X, 9F10.5))
CALL POWERIPtQtEtDtYtTN)
CALL VSUM(PtPTDPt-1.0,NI
CALL VSUMIQtQTtDQ-1.0,NI
WRITE 16,2061 (PK) ,QTXI•DPIK),fOQ(KI K=1,N)
206 FORMAT(//3X,2HP=,8X,2HQ=,7X5tHP-PT=,5X,5HQ-OT=/(lX,4F10.5))
CALL PRODM (HXT1tHXSIGMNAN2NTN?,N3,N2)
CALL MINVISIGMAN2,DOLWMWl
WRITE(6,541 (SIGMAHIIt,), T=1N?)
54 FORMAT(//lX,14HSIGMA OIAGONAL/LX,5HANGLEI1P4E15.3//IX,4HMAG.,1P
15E15.3/1f
50 CONTINUE
NBU = NBU + 1
GO TO 100
END
01080
01090
01110
01120
01130
011401
01151'
01860
01190
01200
01215
01160
01211
01220
01230
CALCULATE
SP- P' Q- QT
C A L CI U LA TE
Fig. D-4
(continued)
0116
0117
0118
0119
0120
0121
0122
0123
0124
0125
0126
0127
0128
0129
0130
0131
0132
i __
..... .~. . ..... .. · 1.
_ __ _ ..__._..__ _.~, __.. ._-~~...-~----- -- ---------- ------ ------
MAIN DATE = 68207 20/19/01 PAGE 0004
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SUBROUTINES
The following list gives the names of all the subroutine programs, a
short description of each, and where the listing is found.
Name Description Figure
1. VSUM vector sum D-5
2. PROEM matrix product D-5
3. MAX finds maximum element D-5
4. ELEM forms the elements of the D-6
matrix iH(x)
5. JACOBN forms the Jacobian matrix for D-7
load flow calculation from the
elements
6. POWER Calculates real and reactive D-8
bus powers
7. Z TRUE* forms the true observation D-8
8. H MATRIX forms the matrix 31i (x) for D-9
ýx
the estimator calculations
9. SIM Q simultaneous equation solvet SSP
10. MINV matrix inversion SSP
11. GAUSS Gaussian random number generator SSP
* indicates that the subroutine is described in more detail.
(SSP - Scientific Subroutine package program contained on 360 computer)
-93-
z TRUE
This subroutine calculates the true observation vector. IE, IP, and
IQ are subscripted subscripts indicating the buses at which there are IEJ
meters, wattmeters, and varmeters respectively.
As an example let IEI meters be placed at buses 1, 3, and 5, watt meters
at buses 1, 2, 3 and 4, and var meters at buses 2, 3, 4, 5. The subroutine
would then form the vector:
L = [E11
jE31
IE I
P1
NE
Where NE, NP, and NQ are the number of voltmeters, wattmeters, and
varmeters respectively. A program listing is found on Figure (D-8).
-94-
H MATR2
This subroutine calculates the elements of the Jacobian matrix for
the estimator calculations. IE, IP, and IQ are subscripted subscripts
indicating the buses at which voltmeters, wattmeters, and varmeters are
placed.
As an example let IEI meters be placed at buses 1, 3 and 5, wattmeters
at buses 1, 2, 3, and 4 and varmeters at buses 2, 3, 4, and 5. The Jacobian
matrix calculated by this subroutine is
I-K
O o oo 0 o O o
I0 C 0 00' 0 O L
- , s'P, , .P,
. . .. ' -)'EI, I Els
ad, [ " 1
CQ, r i i , I * 'd
where NE, NP, and NQ are the number of voltmeters, wattmeters and varmeters
respectively. Notice that only four angles are used in the partial derivatives.
This is because only the differences in angles are important, so one angle
serves as a reference. In the computer program Sn is the reference angle
and it is set to zero. A program listing is found in Figure (D-9 ).
II ~_·
J
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2
SUBROUTINE VSUMIXY,ZtAN)
DIMFNSION XN), Y, N ZIN)I
DO 10 I= 1,N
Z(1) = X(I) + A*Y(I)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
FND
00010000 1r)00020
00030
00040
00050
00060
00070
VEcToR SUM
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 PRODM DATE = 69207
SUBROUTINE PRODMIAB,C,NM,L,KK,LL)
DIMENSION A(KK,KK),B(KK,KK), C(LL,LL)
DO 10 I = I,N
DO 10 J = 1,L
SUM = 0.0
DO 12 K= 1,m
SUM= A(I,K)*B(K,J) + SUM
CONT INUE
C(I,J) = SUM
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
00010
00030
00040
00050
00060
00070
00090
00100
00110
on00120
MATRIX PRODUCT
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD ? MAIN
C THIS FUNCTION FINDS THE
REAL FUNCTION MAX(Y,N)
DIMENSION Y(N)
TEMP = ABS(Y(1))
DO 10 I= 2,N
AY = ABS(Y(I)I
IF (TEMP .GE. AY) GO TO
.TEMP -=-ABTYTT-- M....
10 CONTINUE
MAX = TEMP
RETURN
END
DATE = 68207
MAXIMUM VALUE OF A LIST
Fig. D-5
Subprograms VSUM, PROIW and MAX
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
20/19/01 PAGF 0001
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
20/19/01 PAGE 0001
00010
00030
00047)
00050
00070
00090
00110
00120
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20/19/01VSUM DATE = 68207 PAGF 0001
".... -,,,,, , % .. .. . . .. ... . . .. ... J i.
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 68207
---THI-•--UBROUTINE CALCULATIES ~TIEM-EIT-S OF 0... . -- 0
THE JACOBIAN INCLUDING THOSE AT THE SLACK BUS IBUS N) 00020
................. 00030
SUBROUTINE ELEM(JlJ2,J3,J4,E,D,Y,T,P,Q,N)
REAL ""J J 4- I2 94
DIMENSION J1(NN),J2(N,N) ,J3(NN)JNN)J tN)E(N)
C JI = (OP/DD*. J3 =(DQ/DD)
C Jl AND J3AR FIRST CALCU-ATED-
DO 10 1 = 1,N
DO 10 KX iN
F = EIII) * E(K) * Y(IK)
. r-T T1KTT" SITNT(TTT 1-I-DTlT - DTRK) I
J3(I,K) = -F*COS(T(IIK) + D(I) - D(K))
10 . C (ON-"T U-F-
DIMENSION P(N), Q(N)
Jl(I,II = J1(III - Q(IIJ.I--T = d T311 + P-TIT- ... .
11 CONTINUE
C J2 AND J4 ARE NOW CALCULATED
DO 12 I = It N
DO 12 K = ,N
SJ2(It,K)= E( O*Y;K)•••STTtiK+-T; T-- O K)) )
J411,K) = E(I)*Y(IK)*SIN(T(IK) + D(I) - D(K))
12 CONTINUE
DO 13 I=1,N
SUM2 = 0.0
SUM4 = 0.0
DO 14 K = 1.N
J2D = E(K)*Y(I,K)*COSIT(I,KI + D0(I - D(K))
..... J40= E(K) *Y(IIK)*F IN(T(ItK + -t - IK ......
SUM2 = SUM2 + J2D
SUMn = SUM4 + J40
14 CONTINUE
13
J2?Il.) = J2(II) + SUM2
J4(,II = J4(1,1) + SUM4
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Subroutine ELEM
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C THIS SUBROUTINE FORMS THE JACOBIAN
SUBROUTINE JACOBN(JEtDY,TtNINN2)
REALJltJ2,J3tJ4 t J
DIMENSION J(NN2,NN2)tJI(N,N)tJ2tN,N),J3(NtN)tJ
1 ,E(N)tD(N),Y(NN)tT(NN)
CALL ELEM (J1,J2, J3, J4, E, D0 Y, To N)
MN N-1
00 10 I= IsM
DO 10 K= 1,n
II = I+N-1
KI = K+N-1
JtIK) = JI(IIK)
J(IIK) = J3(IK)
J(IKK) = J2(I,K)
J(IIIKK) = J4(IK)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Subroutine JACOBN
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00010
AFORTRAN IV G LEVEL I, MOD 2 MAIN DATE = 68707 ?0/19/01 PAGE 0001
C THIS SURROUTINE CALCULATES REAL POWER P(I) 00010
C AND REACTIVE POWER Q(I) 00020
0001 SUBROUTINE POWER(P,Q,F,D,Y,TN) 00030
0002 DIMENSION PIN),l(N),E(N),)(Ni,Y(N,N),TIN,N) 00040
0003 DO 10 I = l,N 00050
0004 SUMP = 0.0 00060
0005 SUMQ = 0.0 00070
0006 DO 11 J= 1,N 00040
0007 REAL M n0090
0008 M = E(I)*F(J)*Y(I,J) 00100
0009 PJ = M*COS(T(I,Ji+ D(I) - D(JIl 00110
0010 OJ = 4*SIN(T(I,J) + 001)- DO(J) 00120
0011 SUMP = PJ + SUMP On010
0012 SUO = QJ + SUMQ 00140
0013 11 CONTINUE 00150
0014 P(I) = SUMP 00160
0015 0(I) = SUMQ 00170
0016 10 CONTINUE 00180
0017 RFTURN 00190
0018 END 00700
CO
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1I MOO 2 MAIN DATE = 68207 20/19/01 PAGF 0001
C THIS SUBROUTINE CAL CULATES THE TRUE OBSERVATIONS ZT = H(X) 00370
C IE,IP,IO ARE SUBSCRIPTED SUBSCRIPTS 00380
C INDICATING WHICH OBSERVATIONS ARE BEING USED 00390
C 004nn
0001 SUBROUTINE ZTRUFIIE,IPIQ,NE,NP,NOZTE,PtQ,N,N3) 00410
0002 DIMEINSION IE(NI,IP(N),IQ(N),ZT(N3),P(N),Q(N) ,F(N) 00420
0003 IF (NE .EQ. 0) GO TO 20 00435
0004 Oft - IJ t -- •--I,NEE (04730
0005 IJ = IEIJ) 00440
0006 ZT(J) = E( IJl 00450
0007 10 CONTINUE 00460
0008 20 IF (NP .EQ. 0) GO TO 21 00465
0009 DO 11 L = I,NP 00470
0010 KL = IPtL) 0O480R
0011 LL = L + NE 00490
0012 ZT(LL) = P(KLI 00500
0013 11 CONTINUE 00510
0014 21 IF NQO .EQ. 01 0 OTO 27 00515
0015 DO 12 M = I,NQ 00520
0016 MN = TQl0M) .00530
0017 NN = M + NP + NF 00540
0018 ZTINN) = O(MN) 00550
0019 12 CONTINUE 00560
0020 22 RETURN 00570
0021 END 00580
Fig. D-8
Subroutines POWER and Z TRUE
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1, Mmn ? MAIN DATE = 6R207 20/19/01 PAGE 0001
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THF MATRIX DH/DX 00-10
C WHICH IS WRITTEN AS HX. THE VECTORS 00020
C IEIP,1Q ARE SU3SCRIPTED SUBSCRIPTS 00030
C INDICATING WHICH OBSERVATIONS ARE USED n0040
C 00n5
0001 SUBROUTINE HMATRX(IE,TP,IQtNE,NP,NQ,Jl J2,J3,J4,FX,N,N3) 00060
0002 PEAL JI,J?,J3 , J4 n0007
0003 DIMENSION IE(N), IP(N),I0(N),JI(N,N),J2 (N,N),Ja(N,N), 1008n
1 J4(N,N),HX(N3,N3) onno(
0004 N2 = N*2 - 1 On0On
0005 NI = N-1 0011l
0006 IF (NE .EQ. O) 0O TO 20 001n09
0007 DO 10 I = 1,NE 00110
0009 DO 10 J = I,N2 I0011
0009 HX(I,J) = 0.0 00130
0010 10 CONTINUE 00140
0011 Dn 11 J = 1,NE 00150
0012 IJ = IE(J) + N - 1 00160
0013 HX(JIJ) = 1.0 00170
0014 11 CONTINJUE 0018R
0015 20 IF (NP .EQ. 0) GO TO 21 001R5
0016 DO 12 L = 1,NP 0n190
0017 KL = IP(L) 00200
0018 LL = NE + L 00210
0019 00 14 I = 1,NI 00220
0020 IT = I + N - 1 00130
0021 HX(LL,I) = JI(KL,I) 00250
0022 HX(LLII1) = J2(KL,I) 00240
0023 14 CONTINUF n0050
0024 HX(LL,N2) = J2(KL,N) 00265
0025 12 CONTINUE 10260
0026 21 IF (NQ .FQ. 0) GO TO 22 00265
0027 00 13 L = 1,NQ 00770
0028 MN = IQ(L) 00280
0029 NN = NE + NP + L 00290
0030 DO 15 M = I,N1 00300
0031 HX(NN,M) = J3(MN,M) 00310
0032 MM = N + M - 1 00390
0033 HX(NNMM) = J4(MN,M) 00330
0034 15 CONTINUE n0335
0035 HX(NN 9N2) = J4(MN,N) 00337
0036 13 CONTINUF 00340
0037 22 RETURN 00350
0038 END 00360
Fig. D-9
Subroutine H MATRIX
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